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Abstract

This paper describes an architecture for the con-
trol of teams of robots. The architecture is de-
veloped from basis notions on the motion of sin-
gle robots and includes the de�nition of a state
space and basis operators that enable state tran-
sitions. Teams of robots can be also controlled by
an architecture similar to the one used for single
robots, with the adequate extension of the state.
A negotiation procedure among the teammates is
developed from the basis properties of the team
state. The paper presents simulation results for
a team of 3 unicycle robots ocking along a se-
quence of locations in the workspace.

1 Introduction - Robot control ar-
chitectures

Since its appearance in the mid 80's, behavior-
based control has been established as a relevant
approach to purposive (i.e., task achieving) robot
control. With the recent expansion of robotics to
the multiple agent systems a whole new set of
applications emerges. The relevant ones include
deep land mining, land mine sweeping, pesticide
spraying in agriculture (using for instance free y-
ing robots), surveillance of large areas, handling
of large/heavy parts in a warehouse, coordinated
removal of debris in catastrophe scenarios and
small ying robots in space applications. This
paper considers the behavior-based control of a
team of unicycle robots, operating in a plane, and
executing a set of tasks requiring ocking behav-
ior.

The execution of most of the robot tasks requires
the tracking of a reference path. Therefore, for
a task to be properly executed by a robot, it is
necessary that the task speci�cations be mapped
into a feasible path along which the robot will

travel. The mapping task specs 7! path represents
the functional control architecture of the robot.
Functional hierarchies, [Saridis, 1996], and sub-
sumption architectures, [Brooks, 1986], are two
major examples of such mapping. The architec-
ture considered in this paper di�ers from the pre-
vious ones in the support framework.

Path generation under position and/or velocity
constraints (i.e., constraints on the reachability
of a point in the con�guration space1) is closely
related with the controllability problem which is
known to be in the class of undecidable prob-
lems, [Laumond, 1993]. In addition, not every
kinematically feasible path may be adequate to
the execution of the task. Complex paths, with
large number of maneuvers, often require small
tracking errors and hence accurate sensors and
control strategies. The complexity of the path
planning problem has been part of the motiva-
tion for the study of reactive architectures (sub-
sumption avoured), in particular under dynamic
environments where the path update cycle tends
to require a fast dynamics from the architecture.
However, in a wide class of applications (such as
the aforementioneds one involving robot teams)
the path tracking requisite can be relaxed down
to constrain the paths of the robots to stay in
a speci�ed region of the workspace, rather than
following a precise path.

The proposed behavioral approach to the control
architecture design is characterized by the pos-
sibility to specify (directly or indirectly) a pat-
tern for the trajectories to be followed by the
robot or by each robot of a team of robots,
[Sequeira, 1999]. This amounts to say that the
paths leading to the execution of a task by each
robot, rather than being precisely de�ned, are
those contained in a connected region of the C-
space. In addition, with the inclusion of a process
of negotiation, among the teammembers, of state
changes, the dynamics of the proposed architec-
ture is extended to a team of robots. This exten-
sion, which is the novelty of this paper, has the

1C-space for short.



appealing feature that group behaviors and indi-
vidual behaviors can be a priori speci�ed in terms
of team states and single robot states, based on
the type of mission the team should perform.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the control architecture for a single
robot. The extension of the architecture to a
team of robots is presented in Section 3. Section
4 presents an application example on ocking be-
havior and Section 5 points out the most relevant
aspects of this work and discusses further devel-
opments.

2 A control architecture

The behavioral approach followed in this paper
is supported on the formulation developed in

[Sequeira, 1999]. This approach separates the
problems of single robot and multi-robot control,
and hence of cooperative task execution. This
section addresses the problem of a single robot
control.

In normal operation, a robot may follow several
di�erent paths without compromising the success
of the task execution and hence any two of such
paths are equivalent. This equivalence relation
between paths requires that the whole C-space be
considered. For example, any two paths reaching
the same �nal con�guration but visiting regions
of the C-space too far apart are, in this sense,
equivalent. Often, it is possible to consider ag-
gregates of paths spanning only limited regions
of the C-space. Using the previous reasoning any
two aggregates spanning the same region of the C-
space are equivalent. In a sense, equivalent path
aggregates represent a behavior.

The behavioral control problem presented in this
paper, rather than acting on a single path, takes
place on a set of equivalence classes each of which
is de�ned on a set of aggregates of paths. Each
of these equivalence classes spans a region in the
C-space containing a set of paths each producing
similar e�ects in terms of the robot motion. This
suggests the following de�nition for robot state.

De�nition 1 (Robot state) Let Q be the

robot's C-space, and a : Q  Q a parameterized

set-valued map, hereafter called action, that

generates paths for the robot to follow. A state is

de�ned by the pair

a(q) � (q; a):

When the robot enters in a neighborhood of q,

named the action initial con�guration, the action

a generates a path entirely contained inside a re-

gion Ba(q) � Q (see Figure 1). The set Ba(q)
is named the state bounding region and de�nes

an equivalence class in a space of aggregates of

paths.
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Figure 1: State representation.

Robotic tasks are often de�ned in terms of the

robot motion in its C-space, e.g., move to a
speci�c con�guration. Even functionally de�ned
tasks can be translated into a set of con�gura-
tions to be reached by the robot. For example, in
tasks such as \clean a glass window" and \pick up
the soda can on top of the table", sensing devices

must detect the boundary of the window and the
location of the table and of the soda can which
are used to de�ne points in the C-space that the
robot must reach. Using De�nition 1, the execu-
tion of a task can also be de�ned in terms of a
state to be reached by the robot, e.g., in the task
\move in straight line from a given con�guration"
the action corresponds to the straight line mo-
tion whereas the con�guration where the motion
starts corresponds to the action initial con�gura-
tion.

The control in the state space of De�ni-
tion 1 is possible with two basis operators (see
[Sequeira, 1999] for details).

1. Composition of two states, represented by
the symbol �. This binary operator performs
the transition between states. Given any two
states, whose associated bounding regions
overlap by a minimum amount of space, this
operator returns a new state whose bounding
region is the union of the bounding regions
of the two argument states (see Figure 2).
Furthermore, the operator provides the link
path between the paths generated by the two
states.

2. Expansion of a state, represented by the
symbol �. Additional new states can be
created through the expansion of the afore-
mentioned equivalence classes to accomodate
other relevant paths not yet accounted for
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Figure 2: Composition of two states, ai(qi) �
aj(qj).

by the current state. This is a binary opera-
tor that expands the bounding region of the
second state by an amount de�ned by the
bounding region of the �rst state (see Figure
3).
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Figure 3: Expansion of a state, ak(qk)� ai(qi).

The decision on state changes is taken by a super-
visor controller. This controller chooses, at given
time instants, among a �nite set of a priori de-
�ned actions, a1; : : : ; an, which one is to be exe-
cuted. The composition and expansion operators

are used to get the next state. Assume that the

robot is currently in state ai(qi), that state aj(qj)
was chosen by the supervisor as the next state to
be merged with the current one and that the re-

sulting state is to be expanded by ak(qk). The
resulting dynamics of the behavioral architecture
is of the form:

a(qj) = (ai(qi) � aj(qj)) � ak(qk) (1)

The choice of ai(qi) and of ak(qk) depends on
the task and on the environment where the robot
is operating. The state resulting from equation
(1), a(qj), has two dual interpretations regarding
the space occupied by the regions bounding each
state.

Global state - Every path may be considered
as belonging to a single state, even if it re-
sults from a composition and/or expansion,

as indicated by (1). In this sense, the bound-
ing region of a single state may occupy an
amount of space containing every possible
path leading to the execution of a task.

Local state - Each bounding region occupies a
limited amount of space. In this sense, the
execution of a task will, in general, require
the composition of a sequence of states in
order that the paths leading to the task ex-
ecution be contained in the bounding region
de�ned by the corresponding global state.

By the local interpretation, each state can be re-
garded as the composition of a sequence of states
each of which has a \small" bounding region
and hence every bounding region has a covering2

Ba(q) = [iCai
(qi).

The action synthesis problem, and hence the
computation of a state bounding region, de-
pends on the speci�c task being executed. How-
ever, in reduced spatial horizons, the path plan-
ning/generation tends to be less constrained than
in large horizons, e.g., often the obstacles far
from the current robot position are not relevant
for the current motion. From an implementa-
tion perspective, the coverings for the bound-
ing regions support iterative approaches to global
states building.

If the state on the left side of (1) is interpreted
as a local state, then the execution of a task re-
quires that the supervisor controller selects an ad-
equate sequence of actions al and the correspond-
ing initial con�gurations ql. The region bounding
the resulting global state is thus covered by the
bounding regions of the local states al(ql) in the
sequence, i.e., Ba(q) = [lBal

(ql).

For the sake of simplicity, the action al can be
thought as being driven by a vector �eld whose
role is to express a preferential motion direction
inside the bounding region Bal

(ql). Again, for
the sake of simplicity,Bal

(ql) is de�ned as a �xed
radius ball in Q. The generation of a path from
a vector �eld, vl(q), must be monitored to ensure
that De�nition 1 is veri�ed, i.e., that the gener-
ated path lies entirely inside Bal

(ql). This corre-
sponds to solving the control problem de�ned as:
given the robot at con�guratinon q, vl(ql), and
the corresponding Bal

(ql), compute a motion di-
rection vl(q) such that any path approaches the
path de�ned by vl(ql) (the preferential motion di-
rection). This control problem can be expressed

2
This is a practical interpretation of the fact that Q is

a compact set.



by

TKl
(q) = fvl(q) 2 Q : limh!0 inf

dKl
(q+hvl(q))

h
= 0g

dKl
(q) = infb2Kl

kq � bk

Kl � Bal
(ql)

(2)

where Kl is a subset of the bounding region con-
taining ql and a \preferential path" generated by
vl(ql) (TKl

is called the contigent cone to Kl,
[Aubin, 1991]).

The set Kl, if properly chosen, is a viability do-
main for the robot, meaning that _q � TKl

(q).
From Nagumo's theorem, [Aubin, 1991], if Kl is
a viability domain for the robot then its trajecto-
ries lie in Kl and hence in Bal

(ql).

The set Kl is chosen in the interior of the re-

gion bounding the local state, Bal
(ql). If robot

is inside Kl the contingent cone veri�es TKl
(q) =

any vectorvl(q) = Q, meaning that any motion
direction vl is possible. Whenever the robot
moves outsideKl, expression (2) means that there
is a sequence of hn ! 0+ and motion directions
vln (q) ! vl(q) such that the path generated by
the action approaches Kl (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Viability-based action fundamentals.

3 Cooperation through negotia-
tion

In general, the cooperative execution of a task
by a team of robots requires each single robot to
control its motion and to send/receive state infor-
mation to/from the rest of the team3. The infor-
mation exchanged between robots is of two kinds:
(i) state information, eventually evolving accord-
ing (1), and (ii) event/symbolic information, sig-
naling special conditions, e.g., the perception of
a wall or a running error.

3
Extreme cases where each individual robot executes

its own task not exchanging information with the others

are not considered. Nonetheless, the group behavior of

such examples may appear as exhibiting cooperation.

The behavior of a team can be expressed using
a group dynamics similar to the single robot dy-
namics de�ned by (1). The main idea is to re-
tract the set of paths produced by the robots in
the team to a single path, named the team-path
and representing, for example, the center of mass
of the team, e.g., the path of the center of mass
of the team. This path can be thought as result-

ing from a team action A applied at initial team
con�guration Q (hence belonging to the team
state A(Q)). As for the team state bounding
region, the trajectories of the individual robots
span the region bounding the team paths, i.e.,
the paths generated by the team state. There-
fore, the region bounding any team state contains
the regions bounding the states of the individual
robots.

Similarly to the single robot case, the duality be-

tween local and global team states requires that
the global ones be achieved by the composition of
a sequence of local team states. Therefore, the lo-

cal team state de�nes a \small" region, BAl(Ql),
where each path of the individual robots is con-
tained.

For the sake of simplicity, each of the BAl(Ql)
region, is de�ned as a ball in Q, centered atQ and
with a �xed radius, such that, given the bounding
region Ba

m

l
(qm
l
) of the m-th robot in the team,

[
n

m=1 Ba
m

l
(qm
l
) � BAl(Ql) (3)

At each local team state, Al(Ql), the m-th
robot has its own motion, generated from state
am
l
(qm
l
). The corresponding path can not go out-

side Ba
m

l
(qm
l
) without permission from the team

as this may lead to a violation of (3). This means

that any change of state is negotiated among the
team members. Figure 5 illustrates the negoti-
ation principles considered in this paper. The
regions bounding the local states are divided in
two regions. Inside the inner negotiation bound-
ary (NB) the robots are considered to be close
to each other so they can move without querying
the teammates. Between the inner and the outer
NBs changes of state require permission from the
teammates. Outside the outer NB it is assumed
that no communication is possible and hence the
robots operate isolated from the rest of team.
This may lead to the formation of subteams, or
coalitions. In Figure 5 robots R1 and R2 form
a subteam while robots R2 and R3 form another
subteam.

The negotiation process requires that each single
robot had the knowledge on the team state and
on its own state. This knowledge enables each
supervisor to compute the motion direction of its
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Figure 5: The team state and negotiation.

own subteam and then the appropriate motion
direction for its on robot.

4 A case study - Flocking robots

In this section the control architecture described
in Section 2 is applied to a team of robots fol-
lowing the principles outlined in Section 3. A
simulation of the speci�c case of a ock of robots
is presented. The team is composed of identical
robots of unicycle type. For the sake of simplicity
ideal sensors are assumed. Each robot is equipped
with stop, go to task and avoid obstacles actions.
Team actions are stop and go to task. Both the
linear and angular velocities of each robot are as-
sumed limited. No environment disturbances are
assumed and hence each robot has uniquely to
avoid collisions with its teammates.

In the ocking behavior example considered in
this paper, both single robot state bounding re-
gions and the team state bounding region are set
to discs (in the xy workspace).

The mission is to move the team through the
tasks, maintaining a non rigid formation. Each
task is de�ned as \reach the speci�ed location
and stop there for a while" and the task locations
follow a rectangular pattern. A task is �nished as
soon as any of the robots reaches its location and
the mission requires the execution in a clockwise
sequence.

Figures 6 to 8 illustrate several aspects of the op-
eration of the architecture. The locations of the
tasks are marked with the symbol � in all the
three �gures. The robots start at con�gurations
(x; y; �) = f(0; 0; 0); (2; 0; 0); (0; 2; 0)g.

Figure 6 shows the trajectories of the robots.
Each robot position is represented by a symbol
� with its orientation represented by the dash
�. The intense maneuvering shown, namely near
Task 1, in the middle between Tasks 1 and 2, be-
tween Tasks 2 and 3 and near Task 4, is mainly
a consequence of the collision avoidance actions.
Nevertheless, the team is able to execute the mis-

sion. Between Task 2 and Task 3, the collision
avoidance situations drive two of the robots too
far away from the rest of the team. The negotia-
tions at those points avoid the breakdown of the
team.
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Figure 6: Individual trajectories

In Figures 6 and 7, the wide circles represent inner
negotiation boundaries. For each of these inner
NBs at least one negotiation occured (if a robot's
request is denied then it stops and continues to
issue the same request until it accepted by its
teammates). Only negotiations to avoid an inten-
tional team breakdown are shown. For example,
when a robot is too far to interfere with the rest
of the team, its supervisor is able to drive it to-
wards the current task without any explicit nego-
tiation. This means that the team state bounding
regions were chosen wide enough so that when-
ever a robot lies out of contact with its team-
mates it is assumed that its supervisor is able to
drive it towards the current task. The symbols M
indicate intermediate goal locations computed by
each robot's supervisor from the knowledge of the
team state and its own state. These intermediate
goal locations are used by the robots to compute
their linear and angular velocities.
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Figure 7: Inner boundaries for the explicit nego-
tiations

Figure 7 illustrates the trajectory of the center of
mass of the subteams. In the regions between the
starting region and Task 1, between Task 1 and
Task 2 and between Task 3 and Task 4, the for-
mation of two subteams is clearly visible. Each of
these subteams is composed of two robots, with
one of them belonging, simultaneously, to the two
of them. Between Task 2 and Task 3 a region with
only one subteam is also visible. A correspon-
dence with Figure 6 shows that the three robots
were close to each other.

5 Conclusions

A complete architecture for the control of robot
teams was presented. The approach considered
separates the control architecture in two compo-
nents:

1. a framework to model the control architecture
of single robots;

2. a negotiation model to account for the inter-
actions among the robots supported on the
extension of the concepts developed for the
single robot architecture.

The simulation results presented illustrate the
main concepts of team cooperation introduced by
the architecture.

Further work includes the analysis of team con-
trollability under the framework described and its
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Figure 8: Center of mass of the subteams

implications on the negotiation process.
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